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	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, start using Core Data to build powerful data-driven apps for iOS devices and Mac OS X computers! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll discover how Apple’s built-in data persistence framework can help you meet any data-related requirement, from casual to enterprise-class. Beginning with the absolute basics, you’ll learn how to create data models, build interfaces, interact with users, work with data sources and table views, and even get started with iCloud. Every lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success!


	 


	Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common Core Data development tasks.


	 


	Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge.


	 


	Notes present interesting information related to the discussion.


	 


	Tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks.


	 


	Cautions alert you to possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them.


	 


	Learn how to…

	
		Start writing database apps fast, with Xcode 4’s powerful tools and templates
	
		Master the Objective-C features and patterns Core Data relies upon
	
		Understand Core Data’s goals, components, and behavior
	
		Model data graphically with Xcode 4’s Data Model Editor
	
		Leverage the full power of Managed Objects
	
		Use controllers to integrate your data model with your code
	
		Fetch, use, and store data from any source
	
		Develop interfaces and features more quickly with Interface Builder
	
		Add navigation and control features that integrate seamlessly with Core Data
	
		Interact with users via popovers, segmented controls, action sheets, and tab bars
	
		Create table views that users can edit
	
		Let Xcode 4 and Core Data validate your data for you
	
		Use Predicates to precisely select the right data
	
		Get ready for iCloud features to sync and move data among your iCloud-enabled devices



	Jesse Feiler is a leading expert on Apple database development. Feiler has worked with databases since the 1980s, writing about technologies that have since evolved into Core Data. His database clients have included Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Young & Rubicam, and many small and nonprofit organizations. His recent books include Data-Driven iOS Apps for iPad and iPhone with FileMaker Pro, Bento by FileMaker, and FileMaker Go, and FileMaker Pro in Depth.
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ASUS Eee PC For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
What can you do with your Eee PC? Find out how to get the most from this mini-laptop with Asus Eee PC For Dummies. It shows you how to get things done—using the Linux operating system and applications, navigating the tabbed desktop, adding hardware and software, backing up and restoring the Eee PC, and more.
    You’ll...
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Security in Wireless Mesh Networks (Wireless Networks and Mobile Communications)Auerbach Publications, 2008
Wireless mesh networks (WMN) encompass a new area of technology set to play an important role in the next generation wireless mobile networks. WMN is characterized by dynamic self-organization, self-configuration, and self-healing to enable flexible integration, quick deployment, easy maintenance, low costs, high scalability, and reliable services....
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Brand New: Solving the Innovation Paradox -- How Great Brands Invent and Launch New Products, Services, and Business ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Brand New’s revolutionary innovation process is a proven road map you can put to work immediately to create successful new products, services, and business models. Written by leading innovation practitioners, and the coauthor of the bestseller Customers for Life, the authors of this tightly focused, highly...
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RESTful Rails Development: Building Open Applications and ServicesO'Reilly, 2015

	
		The Web is slowly but surely changing from a model in which a human reader browses content on web pages to a model in which services and clients (not necessarily humans) exchange information. And because of this, author Silvia Puglisi explains, it makes more sense to build platforms instead of just products or applications. Platforms...
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LabVIEW for Everyone: Graphical Programming Made Easy and Fun (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
The #1 Step-by-Step Guide to LabVIEWNow Completely Updated for LabVIEW 8!

Master LabVIEW 8 with the industry's friendliest, most intuitive tutorial: LabVIEW for Everyone, Third Edition. Top LabVIEW...
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Inkscape 0.48 Illustrator's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Inkscape is frequently mentioned, and lauded, as one of the best examples of open-source
	software available today. It is a mature, feature-full and flexible product, thanks to a very
	dedicated developer community. The latest version, 0.48, adds new tools, such as the
	Airbrush (which many have longed for), and advanced path editing,...
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